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When I bought my Ford F I quickly searched out the best aftermarket upgrades for my new work
truck. No one made a replacement dash kitâ€”something that changed in the last year. Now, no
less than three manufacturers make aftermarket dash kits for the F So, armed with this
newfound information, I set about to decide exactly which car receiver I wanted to install. When
upgrading the stereo in a Ford F, start by selecting the in-dash receiver. While you can certainly
go with any model of double-DIN car audio receiver, Pioneer has some features I like. It has a 6.
This display is very similar to the one you find on your iPhone. Siri Eyes Free mode means that
anyone with a compatible iPhone can activate Siri by touching the NEX touchscreen or using
the steering wheel controls requires the iDataLink Maestro module. Since this model supports
built-in navigation, you can get detailed turn-by-turn navigation with real-time traffic without
CarPlay or Android Auto modes active. Other features I like include the fact that it integrates
your existing backup camera or you can add a front and back camera of your own. The system
includes native Pandora support as well as HD Radio, which lets you enjoy digital quality audio
without a subscription. If you really want to go full-tech, the Pioneer W supports a feature called
Dual Zone Entertainment. This allows rear seat passengers to listen to a different audio or video
source from the front passengers. You could, for example, set up rear seat monitors and
headphones so your kids could watch a movie while you enjoy a podcast from the front seat.
Really, when it comes to upgrading the audio in your work truck two schools of thought exist.
The more DIY-minded will consider tackling this project themselves. Others will see the dealer
as the logical choice for taking care of the myriad of installation issues associated with
replacing the factory radio with an aftermarket upgrade. If you do it yourself, you really need to
know how to upgrade the stereo in a Ford F without missing any key steps. And there are a LOT
of steps. Dean and Fernando took good care of us and even shot some video in the process.
The install included the following Pioneer Car Audio components:. We watched as our installers
took great pains to properly dress the wiring and hone the plastic frames for each speaker so
they fit properly. The wiring was particularly impressive. We watched the harnesses being
dressed, but also the organization and care they used. Factory-quality tape grouped the cabling
and made everything look professional. While cable harnesses can be ordered to link up any car
audio receiver to any vehicle, custom installers take a more active approach. We watched as
Dean cut and resoldered the harness so that it functioned exactly as he wanted. For the main
stereo, Five Star removed the climate, hazard, and traction controls from the original dash
shroud. They then added those into the replacement dash kit and tested it to make sure
everything worked properly. This all occurred prior to putting in the Pioneer AV receiver. The
replacement tweeters received custom back plates which were finessed into shape using a
Wagner heat gun. Before replacing the front door speakers, each had to be carefully matched to
their plastic frames, with some trimming required for a perfect fit. For the front pillar speakers,
the wiring was modified to include a new passive crossover. Connectors were added to mate to
the new Pioneer tweeters before placing them back into position and replacing the A-pillar. For
the solder connections, we spied them using the Milwaukee M12 soldering iron. After swapping
out the speakers, two things remained. First came a dry-fit of the unit before completing the
integration with the dash kit. This ensured all of the speakers worked properly. The plastic dash
kit then went overtop, covering everything and finishing out the install. All that remained was to
run the backup camera wiring and connect it to the system underneath the dash. Since my Ford
F XLT slipped in under the cut-off date for mandatory backup cameras, we decided to add one.
Since the Ford lacked a place to conveniently mount the camera, Five Star Car Stereo made a
custom bracket for the license plate. Using a Bosch table saw they ripped a length of plastic
and used a Rockwell BladeRunner scroll saw to match the curve of a license plate cover.
Finally, a Triton router rounded over the edges for a nice finished look. This custom plastic
bracket looked great and gave us a secure place to mount the camera. Next, they carefully ran
the camera wiring alongside the chassis underneath the truck and into the cable trough.
Continuing up to the front of the vehicle, it then connected into the AV harness for the Pioneer
head unit. The audio system sounded remarkably decent for an almost-OEM rig. I had added a
Kicker subwoofer which gave me a lot more bass. Now, we upgraded all of the speakers to
Pioneer. Before, I was able to use Ford Sync2 and Bluetooth to make and receive calls. Now,
Apple CarPlay lets me do everything hands-free and use apps like Google Maps, Amazon Music,
and Spotify without even having to take my phone out of my pocket. Everything connects
automatically. As far as upgrading the stereo in a Ford F, the best way might involve a custom
installer. Whether to take on the aftermarket truck upgrade, replacing that old 4-inch system
with a full-fledged AV powerhouse made for the most satisfying result I could have hoped for.
You can also go crazy and spend thousands of dollars on higher-quality speakers, DSP
processing and calibration, and bigger subsâ€”but for now, I think this has everything I need.
When he's not remodeling part of his house or playing with the latest power tool, Clint enjoys

life as a husband, father, and avid reader. Clint also heads up the Pro Tool Innovation Awards,
an annual awards program honoring innovative tools and accessories across the trades. The
work radio with roll bars! The radio includes a digital tuner, built in clock, an auxiliary input jack
for your mp3 player and a 1 hour, 3 stage charger for 7. The radio is suspended inside an
aluminum roll cage that is design to withstand a 10 foot job site fall. With large, easy to use
buttons and dials, even a gloved hand can make adjustments. Good guide. Did a similar simpler
upgrade to my Ford Mustang V6. Did not upgrade the head unit because the adapters are
expensive. Adapter and deck would have doubled the cost of the project at least. I would have
done it sooner if I had found a guide like this. Thank you. Why pioneer? Were you going or
features and the amount of features and not the quality of the sound? Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Buy Now at Amazon. Want more? Join
our newsletter and get the latest tool reviews every week! Tags: radio , upgrade , work truck.
About The Author. Clint DeBoer When he's not remodeling part of his house or playing with the
latest power tool, Clint enjoys life as a husband, father, and avid reader. Related articles.
Connect with. Notify of. I agree to the Terms and Privacy Policy. The comment form collects
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Please read and accept our website Terms and Privacy Policy to post a comment. Newest
Oldest Most Voted. Inline Feedbacks. Were you still able to use the steering wheel buttons for
audio functions? View Replies 1. Close Menu. Our site uses cookies. By continuing to use our
site you are agreeing to our Cookie Policy. Accept Reject. Close Privacy Overview This website
uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these,
the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential
for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help
us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your
browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Would love your thoughts, please comment. Call Us
Call Us. We price match! Call ! Part : KS Put me on the Waiting List. Price Match. Our friends
over at Kicker felt your pain and came with this complete set of direct-swap 6x8 door speakers
for your to F Super Cab or Crew Cab that uses OEM-style connectors for a quick, easy bolt-on
install for instant gains in audio quality and speaker performance. No Cutting or other
Modifications Required Each one of these speakers were carefully designed by Kicker to fit
behind your factory speaker grilles and require not cutting, drilling or other modifications. While
all four speakers offer improved sound, they don't require additional amplifiers or other
upgraded speaker hardware. Lets get technical Model KSC Write a Review. Reviews Sorting
most helpful to least helpful high to low rating low to high rating newest to oldest oldest to
newest. A nice difference in sound compared to the factory speakers. Clear and more defined
sound and better, more distinct bass. Did you find this helpful? Overall, worth the money!
Speakers simply screw right in to the doors without any adjustments. I didn't have to use the
supplied screws, I simply used the screws that i removed from stock speakers. Sound quality is
much better the stock. This is as good as it gets without having to install a whole new sound
system, amp, woofer, etc. The supplied wire connecters worked great, only thing is i had to
bend the metal prongs inside them a little over towards the center of the plug to get them to fit. I
used needle nose pliers for that. I have the sony watt sony system and replaced the sub with the
substage power sub and the door speakers and the sound is way more than a expected. The
highs and mids are cleaner with these speakers over the factory ones. Super easy to install with
the plug and play adapter. I did have to bend the plugs up a little bit to make them fit but not an
issue at all. Fast delivery. Pros- Very easy to install after watching video Cons- None Well worth
the money with my aftermarket unit and quality service from stage3 motor sports. Thank You.
Great speaker upgrade. I had the Sony speakers in all 4 doors, and this Kicker kit is a slight
upgrade in sound quality while a definite upgrade in volume output versus the Sony speakers.
Also, the Kicker kit seems more responsive on the bass to mids. I would definitely recommend
this to anyone, and install was pretty easy with the correct tools. Overall very satisfied with
these speakers. Improvement in sound quality over stock isn't huge but there is a noticeable
and worthwhile difference. The only issue I had was with the plug and play harnesses. They
require that the terminals be bent inwards towards the center of the connector with a small flat
blade screwdriver or they push into the stock connector very hard and may or may not make

contact. Simply bending them in just a touch allows for easy connection. The Kicker speaker
upgrade for my F was exactly what the truck needed for improved sound quality. Bought my
truck used with 3 out of 4 factory speakers blown, and purchased these as my go-to choice.
Used some HushMat around the speakers and in the doors, really improved the sound and the
thud of the door when closing it. Bass was a little lacking to my taste, so paired this with the
Kicker Hideaway 8 powered sub didn't want to lose floor space Very pleased witht he overall
sounds now blast your favorite song a time or two up loud Thanks Stage 3 Motorsports! Sounds
good, and insulation was easy. Just be sure to plug the connectors in ontill they click because I
had to repull the door panel off again to do this. But great product. Way better then factory
better sound quality and louder but not overly loud.. Easy install, great sound. Way better than
OEM. Highly recommended. Speaker Install is super easy, just make sure you go buy some trim
toold beforehand. Quality is definately better all around but don't expect more power. All in all
exactly as advertised, better quality sound for a low price, ready for the next upgrade. Huge
improvement on the stock speakers from factory. Noticeably more clear. Only downside is that
the stock 4 sync head unit does not push enough to power them and will need more to push
them to really enjoy what the KS series has to offer. Sounded great at first but my 2 front door
speaker already blew. Not very impressed. My truck stereo is stock no deck in it. Had my
volume at 20 when it happened. Bass treble and mid all set equal in the middle no way they
should have blown.. Speakers are a great improvement over the stock ones! Adapters are a
great idea but wouldn't fit. Speakers sound great and were a nice upgrade. The universal
connectors take a little work since they are universal negative wires would push out as they
were misaligned - but I got it figured out. I am extremely happy overall. Easy install big
improvement over stock speakers. Simple install, great bang for your buck, with great return.
Noticeable difference. Great service as well. Added these with tweeters. I'm no audiophile by
any means but the Sony premium upgrade was not worth it, but the kickers paired with the Sony
head unit go very well together. First time since owning the truck I haven't had treble set to full.
As others have mentioned did have to slightly bend the new plug in connection but nothing
drastic, a touch with a scribe or screwdriver will do. These live up to what was advertised as a
replacement for stock speakers that will match up to stock receiver. No complaints at all. The
base is more pronounced and overall clarity is good. These are not high speakers buy any
means, that's why you are only paying I would recommend. Maybe I was expecting too much. A
very slight upgrade over stock, but definitely not a game changer. Hit mids and highs pretty
well, but bass is non-existent. Love the sound and look. Totally different sound than stock
speakers. Only complaint is plug adaptors were too long and would not lock in, ran to audio
shop got new ones. Other than that awesome product. These speakers sound awesome. Very
easy installation with no wire cutting required. I am using them with the factory head unit and
no amp. They keep up with my Rockford p sub perfect. Speakers sound awesome. The hardest
part of install was getting the plugs to lock into the factory receiver. Great price as well. Easy to
install and much cleaner sound than the factory. I had blown two factory speakers already.
Make sure you manage your wires properly as I had one set pull loose. Very easy install and the
jumper harness is great. I had the factory premium Sony system which sounded decent but was
a little muddy. Going from the Sony to the Kicker speakers, was not as much of an upgrade as I
thought it would be. However, the Kickers were much brighter and more clear. All in all, a
decent upgrade over premium stock sound and I'm sure it would be a huge upgrade over the
base sound package. Good upgrade to the Sony speakers. Well worth the buy. Awesome
customer service, fast shipping, great product I'm bout to add a amp so it's louder with just a
stock radio I don't plan on changing out the stock radio anytime soon. I installed four speakers one in each door of a supercrew cab. Install time was about an hour. Very easy to remove door
panels and stock speakers. The wiring adapters were exactly what was needed and again an
easy install. The speakers are well able to handle the power of the stock stereo system. I have
had some experience with vehicle sound systems in the past and feel this is one upgrade that
most people can perform successfully on their own as long as they follow the instructions
step-by-step and watch the video to familiarize themselves with the entire process. Even paying
someone to do the install should be minimal as it isn't difficult or time consuming. I feel it
sounds better than stock speakers. The sound is crisper and the lows bass sound deeper. I did
not add any acoustic material like spun insulation or dynamat. However, if you want to eliminate
rattles and vibrations, those materials can assist in overcoming those issues. To sum it up,
these are great speakers for the price. I just bought these and the tweeters. The sound
difference is day and night and added bass. I added the sound gate sub as well well worth the
money. Not perfect Much improved over the originals. I'm going to go back in on the door
panels, and add some baffling and sound mats to see if I can lose some vibration. Overall, a
good buy to replace your crappy original factory speakers :. Very satisfied. Nice improvement in

sound for the price. Install was relatively easy, took me a little longer than reported by some
others, but took my time and didn't damage anything. Product was just what i expected. Sound
is great, all i need now is a low profile under the seat bass kicker. Thanks stage three
motorsports. Great upgrade of stock system, just make sure to zip tie the pigtail adapters out of
the way of windows. This install was quick and easy. Everything fit perfectly. Total time with
addition of a pillar tweeters was just over 2 hours. These sound much clearer than the stock
speakers. Much better sound than the OEM speakers. More distinct highs and lows. These new
speakers sound very good. I was able to tell a major difference between these and the factory
speakers. These speakers really go good with my Kicker Hideaway Sub. The installation took
about 2 hours but that was mainly due to the cover behind the inside door handle. Once I got
that off the rest was a breeze. Overall very happy with these speakers. Very quick shipping and
very easy to install. They sounds a lot better than stock. Make sure you connect the wiring until
it clicks and you will have to bend the metal connectors to make it fit into the stock harness of
the truck but it's easy to do. I used a flat head screw driver. No major issues with installing.
Pretty straight forward. I would Definitly recommend these as they are relatively cheap and they
sound great. Perfect fit, plug and play replacement speakers. Nice upgrade from the crap stock
speakers. Much clearer sounds. Great kit, install was a snap. Sound quality is much improved
although now I need to upgrade the sub since the kicker speakers overpower the factory sub.
Sounds much better over the factory speakers and install time was about an hour. Very
reasonable and a nice upgrade from those sad devices Ford installs in these trucks. Packaged
with wiring harnesses for a plug and play solution, be sure to wire tie the excess wire away from
windows. Install took a little over an hour. The connectors worked great, no mods required. You
might want to use a sound mat with these speakers as they have a lot of base. They are an
amazing upgrade from stock. Awesome setup. An Amp would be nice but not needed for these
speakers to sound really good. Very easy to install about 2 hours for all four doors in a F super
crew. Super easy install only troubling part was trying to find something to pull the trim behind
the door handle but it all worked out. Took around 30 minutes but once you get the first one
done the rest are a breeze. Loving the sound would definitely recommend to anyone who is
looking for a sound system. Now I just have to find the right subwoofer. Simple plug n play
install. Some of the supplied adapter plug connectors may need to be adjusted slightly for a
proper fit. Other than that look online and follow steps to remove door panels. Easy install.
Great Sound. Make sure connectors to speakers are clamped down good so they don't slip off
easily. Fit as expected and works great. No issues. Highly recommend these speakers. Excellent
speakers! Big upgrade from the old stock ones. If you listen to a lot of rap or hip hop, don't
expect it to sound like you have a subwoofer or anything, but still plenty of solid bass range. A
lot crisper sound quality overall! These speakers are pretty good. But one of the speakers has
blown after only 2 months. So now one speaker sounds bad even when music is quiet.
Definitely worth the money. Very easy install. Night and day difference from sonys. Extremely
clear. Believe the hype. Great product. Easy to install and sound great. Thinking of pairing them
with a 8" or 10" Kicker Sub soon! It took him some time to actually put them in, but when he did
the whole assembly time only took him about mins per door on average. I was actually out of
town when he put them in, but as soon as I got back he wanted me to go outside and listen to
how clear they are. He is very pleased with his speakers! They sound good no matter what
volume you play them at. My truck has the Sony system so there are tweeters in the A-pillars
too. Components are really the way to go up front in my opinion. Adding an extra set of tweeters
to the front stage is a little much is what I am getting at. The speakers sound great and a huge
upgrade from the stock ones. It was so easy to replace the speakers on my car, comes with all
hardware and wire adapters. Sounds great, much better then an originals. I'm very satisfied.
Speakers and wiring exchange was extremely simple taking about 10 to 15 minutes per door.
Stage 3 Motorsports also has great videos on You Tube should you have any questions My
husband was hesitant to install the speakers ourselves in his F crewcab and not hire it to be
professionally done. After watching the youtube video and reading reviews, I was able to
convince him that we could do it. For those who have zero background in automotive, I urge
you to take on the challenge and do this yourself. We actually had a lot of fun doing it. We
followed the youtube video exactly and had zero issues. The new speakers plugged right in. The
sound quality is impressive, and I can now blast the music without him being concerned about
blowing the speakers. These are definitely worth the price, and I'd recommend to everyone. And
as a side note, I'm pretty excited about now knowing how to take the door panels off. Have the
sony sound system only problem i have with it was lack luster bass. After some research got
this kicker speaker upgrade. You can definitely tell a difference with these speakers! More bass
and definitely louder plus no distortion in sound quality even turned wide open. Thank you
Satge 3 this is truly plug and play took me an hour and thirty minutes. Worth every Penny. Might

get sub upgrade as well. Easy to install and provide a nice upgrade over stock in quality of
sound. As it is sold as a kit I only wish it came with a replacement for the tweeter speakers in
the A-pillar. If they included those this would be a 5-star review. Have Questions? There are 4
6x8s included. Was this answer helpful? Submit an answer. Yes there are 4 speakers included
in this package. Would you reccomend baffles after the install? Think water would be a
problem? Thinking about getting rid of the OEM, was the install simple? Do I need to get some
of those pry bars, my last set is still in Orlando and I'm two hours away. I would not worry about
water after install. These are factory fit and the door panel installs back just like OEM. I would
suggest the trim tools, you can really tear up the door panels with a regular flat head screw
driver. I am going to purchase the kicker soundgate powerstage for my ford f I am not a fan of
factory speakers, I want to keep the tweeters mounted in the pillars. If I upgrade the speakers to
the ks68 what happens to the tweeters? If you're planning on getting the Powerstage kit, then
we strongly recommend that you do not upgrade your speakers with this kit. The additional W
amp in the Powerstage kit is specifically designed to power your truck's factory speakers, and
not the KS series. Please call us directly at for more information. Would it add more bass than
whats already given with stock speakers, and do i need to change anything on my head unit?
They will provide a slightly more bassy tone, just because of their greater range, but you're not
going to get anywhere near the bass that an additional sub or component setup will provide. I
have the Sony HD audio system. Will my pillar tweeters and center dash speaker still be
functional working after the installation of this kit? Kicker themselves actually don't recommend
installing these speakers with if you have the Sony HD system. The Sony amp is specifically
designed to work with Sony's speakers. That being said, we've had people use these speakers
anyway and still be happy with them. Yes, assuming you only drop these speakers in place of
your truck's door speakers, all of the other Sony speakers will work just fine. The instructions
say , the item says , Which is correct? The description has been updated to reflect the change.
Will a sub in the back of my truck drown out the sound of these speakers if i dont amp them?
That really depends on the subwoofer you're planning to install. The 10" Subwoofer available in
our Kicker SubStage kits compliments these speakers nicely, as well as equivalent subs. Call us
directly at to get more specific. Is this kit compatible with the Sony system? Kicker actually
doesn't recommend installing these speakers in truck's with the Sony HD system, due to the
fact that the Sony speaker amp is specifically designed for Sony speakers. That all being said,
the Kicker speakers have more volume and improved range than the Sonys, and we've had
customers drop them in place of the door speakers without an issue. This kit is only a set of
drop-in speakers that replace your stock speakers only and don't require any wiring back to
your head unit at all. You shouldn't have any problems with head unit compatibility. Reward
Points. Ships in 1 Business Day Free Shipping! Select Options. Mailing List. Email Address GO.
The email you entered isn't valid. You subscribed successfully. You're unsubscribed.
Categories F 3. Mini Cart 0 Items. Search Search. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the F Overview Overview. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type
Rear wheel drive Transmission 6-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque
lb-ft rpm Base engine size 5. Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes
digital keypad power door locks yes Power mirrors yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation
Instrumentation compass yes external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer
yes low fuel level warning yes clock yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions height
adjustable passenger seat yes multi-level heating driver seat yes Front leg room Rear hip Room
Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Curb weight lbs. Gross
weight lbs. Angle of approach Angle of departure Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground
clearance 7. Height Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the F Suspension
Suspension front independent suspension yes solid live axle rear suspension yes Stabilizer bar
stabilizer bar yes double wishbone front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr.
Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 5 yr. Inventory See F Inventory. Sign Up. Black, premium
cloth Black, leather Tan, premium cloth Tan, leather. See F Inventory. Automotive wiring in a
Ford F vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to identify due to the installation of more
advanced factory oem electronics. One of the most time consuming tasks with installing an
after market car stereo, car radio, satellite radio, xm radio, car speakers, tweeters, car
subwoofer, crossovers, audio equalizer, car amplifier, mobile amp, car amplifier, mp3 player,
ipod or any car audio electronics is identifying the correct color car audio wires for your Ford F
headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam and save time. Also, find your
other car light bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse light, turn signal, brake light and
more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Ford F car radio wiring diagrams, Ford F car audio
wiring diagrams, Ford F car stereo wiring diagrams, Ford F car radio wiring schematics, Ford F
car wiring diagrams and cataloged them online for use by our visitors for free. Our automotive

wiring diagrams allow you to enjoy your new mobile electronics rather than spend countless
hours trying to figure out which wires goes to which Ford F part or component. Use of the Ford
F wiring information is at your own risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before
applying any information found here to your Ford F If you would like to help the Modified Life
community by adding any missing information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to our
resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply
Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would
like to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing information or adding a new car
audio wire diagram to our resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Follow
Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. Kicker 6. A package for Fs without a center channel is also
available. Call Us Call Us. We price match! Call ! Part : 15F Put me on the Waiting List. Price
Match. This set of five Kicker KS-Series speakers install in place of your truck's stock speakers
and offer up a huge improvement in both sound quality and sound volume so that you can blast
your tunes of choice without distortion or poor sound quality. The package comes with a pair of
Kicker KSC 6. Each speaker is made with extremely stiff polypropylene cones with durable
rubber surrounds that allow the woofer to generate more bass response than your more basic
factory speakers. The tweeters of each speaker have a dome-style design and are made using a
silk material with neodymium magnets that all work together to generate clean, crisp highs with
minimal levels of distortion, even at high volume. All four speakers come ready to be installed
out of the box. Wiring and removal of your stock speaker surrounds are required for installation.
Write a Review. Reviews Sorting most helpful to least helpful high to low rating low to high
rating newest to oldest oldest to newest. Installed these speakers a month ago and am very
satisfied with their performance. Night to day difference from stock speakers! Most dramatic
playing CD's. I simply tore each door speaker out from its bracket and used the included screws
to fasten each kicker speaker into the existing bracket these self tapped through the plastic. I
then soldered the included kicker pigtails to each connector attached to each bracket.. No need
to cut ANY connectors from the truck! The center speaker was just as easy. I was able to
desolder the connector on the existing speaker and solder it to the new kicker again saving
cutting a connector and splicing. I am very glad I bought these speakers. Did you find this
helpful? I am very pleased with the upgraded sound from the door and dash speakers. I
watched some youtube videos for the install, and ended up cannibalizing the stock speakers in
order to use them as mounts. Screwed them in place, soldered the lines in, use hot glue to
create a seal to the base, and then applied some weather stripping to the outside lip to better
help direct the sound. Installation was very easy. Invested in a plastic trim tool kit from Amazon
and every door panel popped off very effortlessly. I purchased Metra speaker adapters and
wiring harnesses so install time was as quick as screwing speakers in to new adaptors and
back onto doors. Sound was improved. I now have installed a 5 channel JL amplifier for the
door speakers and a 13 inch thin JL sub while keeping my dash center and pillar tweeters on
factory amp. The sound is incredible. The kickers see 75 watts each and really play loud and
crisp. My output to aftermarket amp is from a pac audio ampro. I'm able to retain all chimes and
sync3 sounds through speakers and still have full range inputs to amp. With use of their wiring
harness I was able to install a full system and not cut one factory wire in my pick up. Installed
these in my F with the 7 speakers setup non-Sony. I kept the stock head unit and the tweeters in
the pillars. These speakers are a great upgrade in sound quality especially at higher volume but
don't expect huge bass increase with the stock head unit. There is plenty of potential with this
package if you want to upgrade your system later with aftermarket head unit and amplifier. The
installation took me about 2 hours, I didn't want to drill new holes in the doors and cut any wires
as the truck is brand new so I bought plastic adapters and connectors to install them. For the
center speaker I just solder the connector from the stock speaker on the new one. I'm a happy
customer. Not much of an upgrade from stock. Has great mid base but no additional clarity. The
extra mid base makes the panels rattle so you need to spend more to stop all the rattles. Yes the
kit is "better" but I would rather spend on a kit that performs noticeably better than the OEM
Sony system in terms of clarity than low end thump. Great product. Easy install. Not impressed
hardly any mids come thru these speakers. Installed all 6 speakers, the 3. They have a good
sound, much better than the factory. Took about 3 hrs. Cut the old speakers from their bracket
so I could use the oem connection.. All in All nice setup for a good price. Drastically exceeded
my expectations! These sound great. Huge improvement over the stock speakers. Install took
about 2 hours. Even better than expected! After receiving for Christmas, my husband had them
installed in an hour and the quality is far better than the Sony's he replaced. Excellent low cost
upgrade. Easy to install. Kicker compact sub is next. I'm pleased with the results of the speaker
upgrade and the price point on this kit. The metra kits allowed my to self tap screw into them
with stock screws and not use what was provided in the Kicker speaker boxes. All in all, the

installation was simple, I hard wired the speakers using poke and wrap after figuring out
polarity from a youtube video. Super simple to install if you have ever done anything like this
before. Overall sound quality IS better than my stock Sony speakers. I would say from a Bquality stock to an A. I am a bit disappointed in the thump but the tones are good enough for me
at my age; and I didn't have high expectations on an 8 sub. Have Questions? Do these speakers
have a wiring harness that hooks right to the factory wiring? Also do all ford base speakers
have a center channel? I was not aware I had a center channel in my xlt. They do not have a
wiring harness. They'll require cutting off the stock connector and using Kicker's include
pigtails. Double-check before you place your order. Was this answer helpful? Submit an answer.
Is the base audio system without a factory amp using the factory 8" head unit going to have
enough power to push these speakers without adding an amp? The speakers will function just
fine without an additional amp, though if you don't have the Sony System, please ensure that
your truck has a center channel speaker. Otherwise, the kit you need is right here. Are these
speakers really an upgrade, the price seems really low for a good set of speakers? The factory
speakers sound good in my truck, but I have not seen or read any reviews of how these
perform. Over the stock Sony System Speakers, they made a noticeable difference in sound
quality, especially when blaring things like Scandinavian Death Metal and such. However, the
change definitely isn't as dramatic as a speaker swap on a truck with base audio, and if you're
into more mellow music, the upgrade may not be worth it. However, the Kicker KS-Series are
excellent speakers, and probably offer up some of the best bang-for-your-buck sound quality
out there. This package is still fairly new, but we've had a few customers order, so hopefully
we'll see some reviews coming in shortly and you won't just have to take our word for it. Hello, I
recently received this speaker upgrade. To my surprise they are not a quick bolt on installation.
It looks like I will have to create a custom mount or adapter because we can not reuse the
factory speaker mount bracket. Do you have any suggestions on installation or know if anyone
sells brackets that will work for the F? They will not have an easy, drop-in install due to the way
Ford enclosed their own speakers in proprietary surrounds. We'll have an installation video up
soon. For our install, we mounted the front 6x9" speakers offset with three new mounting holes
drilled in the front door. We installed the rear 6. With the system do you recommend replacing
the tweeter too or leaving them or just unplugging them? If you mean the tweeters in the
A-Pillars, you could just unplug them, since the KS Series speakers will likely just drown them
out. Will this upgrade be a noticeable difference with the factory Sony system? We thought it
was in our 3. The difference is really going to depend on what kind of music you listen to and
how big of a stickler you are for sound quality. Is this a base system you refer to in your
description? I pulled the centre channel speaker and noticed it is an 8 ohm speaker. I would like
to replace this first with a kicker ks35 speaker of 4 ohms. Would there be any issues or
problems just replacing this to start as in a month or two then replacing the remaining 4
speakers with kicker ks speakers? Also any recommendations on kicker speakers to replace the
pillar tweeters? Thanks appreciate your helping and providing performance upgrade
information for us ,Ford F owners. Technically, you're between base audio if you have seven
speakers on a truck not equipped with the Sony system, which isn't as common as the other
two setups. Tweeters that will fit the pillars are located here. After installing the kicker system,
can you still use Bluetooth and Siri that is available with the sync 3 system in the f? I want to
make sure that all of the factory options are still available after installing these bef
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ore I purchase the system. Assuming a correct speaker install and wiring, all of your stock
head unit options should function just as they would before without issue. Where is the factory
amp located? Unfortunately, we won't be doing an amp swap with our Sony System amp, as the
signal processor in the Sony amp is fairly specific for Ford's head unit and the Sony Speakers,
and would require a custom wiring solution for questionable overall gains. The Sony amp is
located on the Sony subwoofer assembly behind the rear seats. Does the base audio actually
have a center channel speaker? Does it support the up grade to center channel kit like this?
We're asking everyone to check before ordering. Reward Points. Call now for Availability Free
Shipping! Kicker 10" Hideaway Subwoofer. Ships in 1 Business Day Free Shipping! Mailing List.
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